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Driving from Behind: Skills and Drills to Improve Rear Crosses
Poorly performed rear crosses can cause bars to fall and dogs to turn
the wrong way on landing (which can lead to backjumps). Try out
these exercises to work on getting your dog to drive ahead and your
rear cross timing. By Cynthia Hornor

11 Let’s Talk About… Whether You’re Competitive – Unless you’re
a professional athlete, competitiveness has become politically incorrect, but failure to admit our competitive feelings can lead to cynicism.
Admitting that you are competitive will enable you to use it as an
advantage. By Forest Hudson

13 Houston, Weave Got a Problem
Weave poles are often a large point of struggle for many teams. Let’s
look at some of the most common weave problems and how to work
on them. By Megan Foster

24 Do You Think Like a Competitor or a Trainer? – Not always, but
sometimes, this is the big difference between someone who primarily
thinks like a competitor and someone who thinks like a trainer.
By Denny Emerson, Tamarack Hill Farm

22 Picking a Puppy: Ready for a Surprise?
Regardless of how much research you do on a breeding, puppies
are living beings who come with a unique and complicated genetic
map. Their genes affect their interaction with the environment, and
environmental experiences affect gene expression.
By Holly K. Krueger, Ph.D.

25 Power Paws Drills: Winter Warm-Up – This month’s setup has lots
of options for doing challenging drills appropriate for different levels.
By Nancy Gyes
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31 The Three Hats of Agility, Part 2: The Trainer’s Hat
Non-judgmental, realistic self-assessment is essential to improve in
agility. This month learn how to identify your strengths and weaknesses as a trainer. By Sandy Rogers
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Tip of the Month – Turn your Lotus Ball into a tug toy with a handle.
By Miranda Jones
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Editorializing: January 2020 – So, 2020 is the beginning of a new
decade. 20/20 also stands for perfect eyesight. What do you need to
take a closer look at this year? By Brenna Fender

Cover Dog
C-ATCH, MACH Amber MX, MXB, MXJ, MJS, an approximately 6.5-year-old
All-American owned by Tracy Beck of Wisconsin. Photo by Alissa Behn,
pet-personalities.com

35 The Obstacle Is the Path: Mastering the Game of Snooker –
One of the many skills that Snooker tests is the ability to define a path
through an opening sequence that does not always seem logical to
the dog. Contrary to what many dogs might think, the obstacles don’t
define the path, the handler does! By Annie Pyle
40 The 25% Solution: Sequences for Small Spaces – This month
learn a technique to help your course memorization and planning, as
well as practice some demanding weave pole entries. By John Reid
42 When to Retire Your Dog from Agility? – When to retire your dog
from agility (or any sport) can be a difficult decision to make. What factors should you consider when making this decision? By Lisa Schmit,
PhD, CCFT, CPMP
44 Backyard Dogs – This month’s exercises allow you to work on obstacle-focus skills as you also train some distance work with directional
control, obstacle discrimination, and contact/weave performance
challenges. By David Bozak
47 Beginning Sequencing with Backsides – Once your training on
individual obstacles is done, it’s time to start sequencing! Here we’ll
discuss introducing backsides into sequences as well as provide many
sequences to try on your own. By Jo Sermon
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